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March 8, 2017

Docket: PROJ0769

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN : Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
SUBJECT:

NuScale Power, LLC Submittal of Supplemental Information in Support of NuScale
Design Certification Application Acceptance Review (NRC Project No. 0769)

REFERENCES: 1. Public Meeting Announcement, "The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) requested teleconference seeking clarification on the NuScale
Application," dated March 02, 2017(ML17061A569)

In a recent public meeting with the NRC, held on March 2, 2017 (Reference 1), the NRC requested
that NuScale Power, LLC (NuScale) provide additional information to support the NRC's acceptance
review of the NuScale Design Certification Application (DCA). One specific topic discussed was in
regard to the seismic analysis of the NuScale Reactor Building structure. This specific topic was
initially addressed via email , from S. Mirsky of NuScale to the NRC, dated March 6, 2017. Recent
conversations with NRC staff have indicated value in providing this information as formal
correspondence.
The purpose of this letter is to provide the requested information as formal correspondence to support
the NRC's acceptance review of the NuScale DCA.
Attachment 1 to this letter contains a transcription of the NRC's question regarding the seismic
analysis of the NuScale Reactor Building structure and NuScale's response to the subject question .
This letter makes no regulatory commitments and no revisions to any existing regulatory commitments.
Please feel free to contact Jennie Wike at (541) 360-0539 or at jwike@nuscalepower.com if you have
any questions.
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Attachment 1: Information Regarding the Seismic Analysis of the NuScale Reactor Building Structure
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Attachment 1: Information Regarding the Seismic Analysis of the NuScale
Reactor Building Structure
NRC Question:
NRC questioned where specific Reactor Building wall seismic design information is contained in the
NuScale FSAR (or in internal documents). Further clarification: What NRC sees in Appendix 3B appears
to be limited to specific elements of the Reactor Building walls. The NRC is not seeing a “global check” for
the wall. How are the global provisions of the ACI 349-06 and ASCI-318 codes being addressed for the
RXB walls?
NuScale Response:
Appendix 3B of the FSAR provides a summary of the design and Critical Section details of the Reactor
Building.
NuScale performed a thorough design evaluation and used the non-seismic and seismic demand forces
and moments extracted from the static and seismic analyses. The structural capacity calculations are
based upon the concrete design code, ACI 349-06, and the steel design code, AISC N690-12.
Note that the structural design limits of ACI 349-06 for the global structure and for a structure consisting
of finite elements are the same. Therefore, the design check performed using the finite elements of the
RXB also checks the global structural response.
Only one element of the wall is included in the FSAR as a representative example. However, Tables 3B2 to 3B-25 in Appendix 3B of the FSAR provide the design check for the critical sections in the RXB. In
actuality, the reinforced concrete evaluation checks the structural design using the demand forces and
moments from every finite element of the RXB structural model. This approach is called an elementbased design check approach. If demand forces and moments are added over several finite elements to
check against the section design capacity, the process becomes similar to a “Section-Cut” or average
across the desired cross section or average over a large section. Accordingly, the local and global
structural design check was performed, although it was not specifically mentioned, but rather implied, in
the FSAR.
The design process of the RXB is organized by defining each exterior wall, interior wall, slab, roof, and
foundation into several small area zones on the RXB structural model and assigning each area zone a
unique identification name for a well-organized design check. Therefore, during the design check
process, the element-based results are assigned to each zone. This helps in locating problem areas in
order to resolve the zones needing further attention.
Global Design Check
A detailed explanation of the methodology for the design evaluation of the walls in the RXB is presented
in Appendix 3B. The SAP2000 analysis model was used to determine the maximum non-seismic demand
results for each shell wall element. Similarly, the SASSI2010 SSI analysis model was used determine the
maximum seismic demand results, which were then combined with the SAP2000 results for each shell
wall element. These maximum combined design forces and moments are then tabulated for all RXB
elements for use in the element-based design check. The design check determines the D/C ratios for the
horizontal, vertical, and shear wall reinforcement for all elements including the various shear failure
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modes based on the combined demand forces and moments. These D/C ratios include (1) Membrane
forces (Sxx and Syy), (2) In-plane shear forces (Sxy), (3) Out-of-plane shear forces (Vxz and Vyz) and (4)
Out-of-plane moments (Mxx+Mxy and Myy+Mxy) for each of the elements of the structural model.
An iterative design check approach was used to determine the appropriate uniform reinforcement pattern
for a given structural wall section based on the maximum combined design forces and moments.
Special Consideration of Wall Design Evaluation for Boundary Elements
Figure 1 below shows an excerpt from ACI 349-06 Chapter 21 on boundary elements. Table 1, extracted
from FSAR Appendix 3B (Table 3B-35), provides typical capacities for forces and moments for the
Control Building (CRB) basemat. Similar summary tables were generated for all walls and slabs. This
table uses a αc value of 2.0 in ACI 349-06 Equation 21-7. ACI-349-06 Section 21.7.6.1 does not require
boundary elements for (hw/lw) values less than or equal to 2.0.
From the drawings, it can be seen that even for shorter length exterior walls (East and West walls) which
have a length (lw) of 145.5 feet between the the central lines of the perpendicular North and South walls,
and have a height (hw) of 139.0 feet (EL 163′-0″ from top of wall to EL 24′-0″ on top of basemat), the
resulting hw/lw is equal to 0.96, which is less than 2.0.
It should be noted that for the shear strength computation using Equation 21-7 of the code ACI 349-06, a
value of αc is conservatively taken as 2.0 for hw/lw ≥ 2.0. Furthermore, upper bound shear strength as
identified in Section 21.7.4.4 of the ACI 349-06 is also enforced in the design evaluation.
Therefore, the RXB design provides the basis for the design check to exclude consideration of boundary
elements for the element-based design approach.
21.7.4 Shear strength
21.7.4.1 of structural walls shall not exceed
=

(

+

) (21-7)

where the coefficient
is 3.0 for ℎ / ≤ 1.5, is 2.0 for
ℎ / ≥ 2.0, and varies linearly between 3.0 and 2.0 for
ℎ / between 1.5 and 2.0.
21.7.4.2 In 21.7.4.1, the value of ratio ℎ / used for determining for segments of a wall shall be the larger of the ratios
for the entire wall and the segment of wall considered.
21.7.4.3 Walls shall have distributed shear reinforcement
providing resistance in two orthogonal directions in the plane of
the wall. If ℎ / does not exceed 2.0, reinforcement ratio
shall not be less than reinforcement ratio .
21.7.4.4 For all wall piers sharing a common lateral force,
shall not be taken larger than 8
, where
is the
gross area of concrete bounded by web thickness and length of
section. For any one of the individual wall piers, shall not be
taken larger than 10
, where
is the area of concrete
section of the individual pier considered.
21.7.6 Boundary elements of reinforced concrete structural
walls
21.7.6 For walls and wall piers with ℎ / less than or
equal to 2.0, boundary elements are not required.
Figure 1. Excerpt from ACI 349-06 Chapter 21 (Boundary Elements).
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Table 1. Moment and Shear Capacity: 5'-0" Thick Control Building Basemat Foundation (Type 2).
(Reference FSAR Appendix 3B, Table 3B-35)
Description

Parameters

Value

-

5'-0" Basemat;
4 Layers EWEF (#11 @ 12" c/c);
2-Leg Stirrups (#6 @ 12" c/c)

Section thickness

h (in)

60

Rebar diameter

dt (in)

1.41

Stirrup diameter

ds(in)

Information

0.75
2

Rebar area

Ast(t) (in )

1.560

Stirrup area

Ast(s) (in2)

0.44

Effective depth

d (in)

49.91

Lever arm

jd (in)

46.24

ɸMN (kip-ft/ft)

1298

Shear Capacity provided by Concrete
(ACI 349, Section 11.3.1.1)
ɸVc = ɸv2bd√(fc')

ɸvVc (kip/ft)

64

Shear Capacity provided by Stirrups
(ACI 349-06, Section 11.5.7.2)
ɸVs = ɸv((Ast(s)fyd)/ss)

ɸvVs (kip/ft)

165

ɸvVconc(kip/ft)

76

ɸvVin-plane
(kip/ft)

305

Out-of-Plane Moment Capacity
ɸMN = ɸMMN

In-Plane Shear Capacity by Concrete
(ACI 349-06, Section 21.7.4.1 and
21.7.4.4)
ɸVconc=ɸAcv(αc√(fc'))
In-Plane Shear Capacity
(ACI 349-06, Section 21.7.4.1)
ɸVin-plane=Minimum of
ɸAcv(αc√(fc')+ρtfy) or ɸv8Acv√(fc')

Note: The design limits in this table are the same for global structural design check and
also for each finite element used for the design check.
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Demand Loads Used
For each finite element of the RXB, the envelope maximum forces moments were used for the design
check.
The static and dynamic demand forces and moments were obtained from the following models.
1. A Standalone model, which includes only the RXB and backfill soil
•

Static forces and moments: Static loads include – Deadweight, Live Load, Equipment
Weight, Wind Pressure, Tornado Pressure, Surcharge Loading, Snow Load, Tornado
generated missile impact, Pipe Support Loads and Hydrostatic Pressure.

•

SSI forces and Moments: Envelope of maximum demand forces and moments from all
Single Building SSI analyses cases. These forces and moments include the effect of
accidental torsion.

•

Hydrodynamic pressure from Fluid Structure Interaction analysis.

2. A Combined Triple Building SSI Model, which includes the Reactor Building (RXB), Control
Building (CRB), RadWaste Building (RWB), and backfill soil.
•

SSI forces and Moments: Envelope of maximum demand forces and moments from
Triple Building SSI analyses cases. These forces and moments include the effect of
accidental torsion.

3. A Combined Triple Building Model, which includes the Reactor Building (RXB), Control Building
(CRB), RadWaste Building (RWB), backfill soil, and large free-field soil.
•

Differential Displacement Effect: A large-scale SAP2000 finite element model was
developed to include the effect of foundation differential movements. To maximize the
effect of the differential movements and to have the flexibility in the construction
sequences, the soil is modeled using the softest soil profile, i.e. Soil Type 11. In addition,
the soil stiffnesses are further reduced by 50% to amplify the effect of differential
movements or settlements. The size of the free field soil included in the model is so large
that the static displacements induced by the static loads of the structures become
negligible on the edges of the freefield soil model. The size of the freefield soil block in
the model is 2005.5' long, 768.5' wide, and 360' deep.

•

Static forces and moments: Static loads include – Deadweight, Live Load, Equipment
Weight, Wind Pressure, Tornado Pressure, Surcharge Loading, Snow Load, Pipe
Support Loads and Hydrostatic Pressure.
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